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ABSTRACT

The better production plans have the international enterprises or manufacturers, the more competiveness on the market. There are three kinds of production plans, called short term, median term, and long term plans. Aggregate production planning is belonging to median term plans. Its horizon covers from two months to 12 months. It plays an important role in the decision-making system of an enterprise or manufacturer because it influences the variations of production, inventory and human labors during production horizon. According aggregate production planning, real demands and inventory, the master production, capacity plan and material requirements planning can be scheduled. In practice, aggregate production planning includes uncertainties, such as cost, price, capacity, labor and demands. In this study, the demand is considered as a random variable in an aggregate production planning. A stochastic programming model is applied to maximize profit with limited capacity. For the proposed aggregate production planning problem, expected-value, wait-and-see model and here-and-now model are compared and sensitivity analysis is performed. The results show that here-and-now solution is superior to expected-value model and approaching wait-and-see model. The forward means the proposed stochastic model is more real and profitable for practice; the latter means its optimality approaches the solution with perfect information.
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